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I. Very short answer questions (1 mark each) 

1. What is a cell? 

2. Name the material that glows inside the bulb. 

3. Name some natural fibres. 

4. Name the four types of fabrics which are still used in un-stitched form in our country. 

5. Name two types of roots found in plants. 

6. What is the function of chlorophyll? 

7. What are two components of the habitat? 

8. Name the habitats of following plants: 

(a) Cactus  (b) Hydrilla 

9. From where do lakes and ponds get their water? 

10. What name is given to the process in which rainwater is made to percolate into the ground 

efficiently? 

II. Short answers questions (2 marks each)  

1. Why is water important for us? 

2. What is precipitation? 

3. What is acclimatization? 

4. Give three adaptive features in desert plants. 

5. Name the different parts of flowers. 

6. What is the main difference between climbers and creepers? 

7. List the steps involved in the preparation of fabric 

8. How are fibres classified? 

9. Why are electric wire, covered with rubber and plastic? 

10. Why we are advised not to touch electric appliances and switches with wet hands? 

 

 

Note:  
1. Attempt the worksheet in your subject notebook. 
2. The worksheet is based on the topics from the Final Term Syllabus that has been taught in class. 
3. The worksheet is meant for practice and recapitulation and shall be discussed by the subject teacher once 

the classes resume 
 



III. Long answers questions (5 marks each) 

1. What is torch? Give its various parts and explain its working. Also give its labelled diagram. 

2. What is root? List the main functions of root. 

3. Radha while learning about the characteristics of living organisms studied that living organism 

excrete their waste out of the body. She remembered that plants are also living organisms. But she 

wondered how plants excrete their waste. She searched in internet to solve her query. 

(a) What are the characteristics of living organisms? 

(b) Which component is constituted by plants? 

(c) How do plants excrete their waste materials? 

(d) What value of Radha is shown here? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


